Schott Zwiesel

The Glass of the Professional



Independently recognised as the global market leader for the supply of fine crystal glass into
the World’s top hotels and restaurants.



Consistent market leading quality, durability and service since 1962.



Developed with sommeliers, mixologists, bar professionals and F&B Managers. We listen
and innovate.



Stemware of choice for the International Wine Challenge, Concours Mondial “World’s Best
Sommelier”, SFC Wine Competition, International Sparkling Wine Symposium, Pro Vino,
German Wine & Sommelier School, Austrian Sommeliers Association, Chaine des Rotisseurs



Schott Zwiesel barware is used and recommended by the German Bar Keepers Union. It has
been used to promote specialist beers by the British Beer & Pub Association.

What makes Schott Zwiesel Unique?
Specific Features

Product Benefits

Tritan® crystal

Enhanced durability; market leading dishwasher
resistance. Easier to handle; easier to clean ‐ reducing
replacement costs.

Tritan Protect®

Doubles the surface strength of the stem. Superior
scratch resistance reduces breakage. Ranges with
Tritan Protect®: Estelle, Concerto, Cru Classic. Diva,
Diva Living, Fine, Pure, Vinao, Vina

Tempered rims and stems

Increased resistance to breakage when racking. Ease of
handling

Laser cut and polished rims

Rim strength can be varied according to application.
Finer rims improve wine tasting and hygiene; while
minimised rolled lips enhance chip resistance.

Diamond like brilliance

Enhanced table settings. Visual impact.

Superior Clarity

Improved display of wine, cocktails and
beers. Tritan® crystal is so clear it is used to make the
lenses for bi‐xenon head lights.

Laser etched effervescent points

Prolongs the sparkle in wine and mineral water.
Preserves the head on beer. Improves presentation.

Spun Stems

Our three Gourmet ranges are produced using a new
spun technology. As a result there is no join or seams

Seamless Production for
Pressed Stems

Enhanced elegance and feel. No detectable join. No
seams.

Drop Protect

More efficient decanters and carafes which are less
likely to drip or suffer runs down the outside.

Laser etched logo on foot plate

Confirmation of quality; encoded so we can identify
when a glass was made and on which production line.

Stable feet

Our glasses have bases designed to reduce the danger
of accidental knock overs.

General Features
Eco‐profile

Protecting our environment at the point of
manufacture and disposal.
ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004,
ISO 14040:2009, ISO 14044:2006

Non‐Toxic

Lead free. Our titanium is inert to the
environment and lends our crystal greater durability.

Oxy‐fuel Burning

Energy consumption reduced by 30%: EU 2015 NOX
and CO2 emission limits already exceeded.

Heat recycling

Reduced energy consumption.

UV badging

Reduced energy consumption. Ink bonded to the glass
within 3 seconds of entering the UV light tunnel. Also
enables use of any pantone colour and high detail.

